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In this paper we introdu e a new algorithm for Quanti ed
Boolean Formulae in 2-CNF. This lass is already known to be solvable in
linear time, but our algorithm is new in being based on unit propagation.
The algorithm is quadrati . We prove the orre tness of this algorithm
and report experimental results on its performan e in pra ti e. We then
go on to show a possible method of integration of this algorithm for propagation in a general QBF solver, and experimentally verify and ompare
this new algorithm to a urrent algorithm for general QBFs. Experimentally, our new algorithm shows signi ant run time improvements.
While these results are provisional, it shows that the integration of more
powerful te hniques into QBF algorithms deserves further resear h.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

There has been re ent interest in providing algorithms for 2-SAT based on
unit propagation [1℄. However, although the problem is in the same omplexity lass [2℄, there has not been so mu h interest in the satis ability of quanti ed
Boolean formulae with two literals per lause (2-CNF QBFs). We orre t this by
showing how a unit-propagation based algorithm an solve 2-CNF QBF's albeit
not in linear time. Sin e the existing algorithm for 2-CNF QBFs is based on a
graph algorithm, our algorithm based on unit propagation should be more easily
integratable into general QBF algorithms.
The purpose of this paper is to begin to mirror the work done for 2-SAT
solving with 2-CNF QBF solvers. The paper is stru tured as follows. Firstly,
we give an introdu tion to 2-CNF QBFs, fo ussing on onditions for solvability
presented by Aspvall et al [2℄. We then present the Ba ktra k-On e algorithm
as a base for solvers and prove its orre tness. We next show an algorithm that
integrates this with a general ba ktra king QBF solver. Finally, we perform an
experimental analysis on implementations of the algorithms.
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Ba kground

A 2-CNF QBF is a quanti ed Boolean formula of the form
[1 2

℄ [ 1 2 3

℄.

Q q ;q ;::: F x ;x ;x ;:::

Q is a sequen e of quanti er sets q1 ; :::qn , ea h of whi h is either existential or
universal. Ea h of the quanti er sets quanti es the variables and ea h variable
is in exa tly one set. F is a Boolean formula in onjun tive normal form, where
ea h lause ontains exa tly two literals. This means that, initially at least, unit
lauses and empty lauses annot exist in the QBF.
In [2℄, a 2-CNF QBF is onverted into an equivalent graph, with a vertex for
ea h literal v and its omplement v. Ea h lause (x, y ) is then onverted into a
pair of edges x y and y x. This re e ts the fa t that if x is assigned false,
y must be assigned true by the prin iple of unit propagation. When the graph
is reated in this way, it will have the property that if there is a path from some
literal x to some other literal y , then there must be a path from y to x [2℄.
A strongly onne ted omponent of a graph is a maximal set of verti es su h
that there is a path from every vertex to every other vertex in the omponent.
For example, a y le in the graph is a strongly onne ted omponent.
A QBF is false if any one of the following onditions hold

!

!

1. An existential literal e is in the same strongly onne ted omponent as its
omplement e. This would mean that there is a path from e to e and ba k to e
so that assigning e true for es e false and vi e versa - learly a ontradi tion.
2. A universal literal u, quanti ed by qu , is in the same strongly onne ted
omponent as an existential e, quanti ed by qe where e < u. This for es e
and u to have the same value. This is a ontradi tion sin e for at least one
value of e, u must be allowed to be assigned both true and false.
3. There is a path from a universal literal u to another universal literal v (inluding v = u). This for es v to have the same value of u but v must be
allowed to be both true and false for any assignment of u.
4. There is a path from a universal literal to an existential literal and its omplement. This implies ondition 3 and follows from the de nition of the graph.
If there is a path u e e then there is a path e e u and so a path
u
e
e
 u.

! ! !

! !

! !

Aspvall et al [2℄ introdu ed onditions 1 to 3, and proved that if none of them
hold, then the QBF is satis able. In this paper we introdu e the fourth ondition, whi h implies ondition 3. While redundant, it is useful in our proofs of
orre tness of the algorithm we introdu e.
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The Ba ktra k On e Algorithm for 2-CNF QBFs

The algorithm presented in [2℄ is based on sear hing the graph of the 2-CNF
QBF to see if any of onditions 1, 2 and 3 hold. If they do not, the QBF is true.
The problem with this algorithm is that it does not assign any values to the
variables of the QBF. This makes it diÆ ult to in orporate into an algorithm
for generalised QBFs, as was pointed out in [1℄.
Figure 1 shows a simple algorithm for solving 2-CNF QBFs. This is based
on the standard algorithm for 2-SAT as explained and ited in [1℄. The main
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Ba ktra k On e Algorithm. The notation f8g indi ates any lause ontaining
only universal literals.

Fig. 1.

di eren e is the in lusion of QBF spe i expressions, su h as the all universal
lause ( ).
The algorithm hooses a variable from the outermost quanti er of the QBF.
This is important here espe ially sin e we now need to he k for ondition 2. If
we did not hoose variables in this way, this algorithm would fail if any universal
was in the same strongly onne ted omponent as any existential. The algorithm
assigns the hosen variable and performs unit propagation. This fun tion is provided by QsatPropUnit. This is the standard unit propagation algorithm for
satis ability, with the addition that unit propagation stops on an all universal
lause. This an be done in linear time, omplexity O(m) for a problem with m
lauses.
If, after unit propagation, a failure is dete ted, the assignment to an existential is omplemented. If a su ess is dete ted, the assignment to a universal
is omplemented. In this way, the algorithm ba ktra ks only on the urrent
assignment, never to previous assignments. This gives it a omplexity O(nm)
for a problem with n variables, sin e it may be ne essary to omplement the
assignment to every variable.
We must now show that the algorithm is orre t. We do this by using the
fa t that a QBF is satis able i none of the onditions 1 to 4 are met.

f8g

Theorem 1. If any one of

onditions 1 to 4 are met,

BtoQsat

returns

false

.

If ondition 1 is met then there is a path from an existential e to its
omplement e and vi e versa. Assume that the strongly onne ted omponent
only ontains existentials. So there must be a set of lauses

Proof.
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BtoQsat will eventually assign some variable in the strongly

onne ted omponent, say e. e will be assigned true and unit propagation will o ur. This will
for e e1 to ep to be assigned true and so leave the lause (ep e) empty. This
means that e will be assigned false, for ing eq to en to be assigned false, leaving
the lause (en e) empty. This is dete ted on the next re ursive all, as the QBF
now ontains an empty lause. If the strong omponent also ontains a universal,
then ondition 4 is met (see below).
If ondition 2 is met then there is a path from universal u to an existential e
and ba k again to u, where e is quanti ed before u in Q. Sin e the algorithm is
assigning variables from the outermost quanti er rst, e will be assigned before u.
Assume that the strongly onne ted omponent does not ontain any universals
other than u. Then there is a set of lauses

_

_

_ 1) ^ ^ ( _ ) ^ ( _ ) ^ ^ ( _ ).
BtoQsat will assign true and unit propagate. This will for e 1 to to be
assigned true and so leave the lause ( _ ) all universal. This means that
will be assigned false, for ing
to to be assigned false, leaving the lause
( _ ) all universal, whi h will be dete ted in the next re ursive all. Note that
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if u were outside e in Q, u would be assigned rst whi h would not ne essarily
lead to a ontradi tion, for either true or false.
If ondition 3 is met then there is a path between two universals, u and v .
Then there is a set of lauses
(u

_ 1) ^ ^ ( _
e

en

:::

v

).

If u is assigned rst, then it will be assigned true, for ing e1 to en true, leaving
the lause (en v ) all universal. This will be dete ted in the next re ursive all.
If v is assigned rst, en to e1 will be for ed false, leaving the lause (u e1 ) all
universal. If some existential ep ; 1 < p < n is assigned rst, this will for e ep+1
to en true, leaving an all universal lause. ep will then be assigned false, leaving
the rst lause all universal.
If ondition 4 is met, then ondition 3 holds as we argued earlier, and the
above ase applies.

_

_

We have shown that the algorithm works orre tly if the QBF is unsatis able.
What we must now show is that it also works when the QBF is satis able.
Theorem 2. If

BtoQsat

returns

false

, one of the

onditions 1 to 4 is met.

It is assumed that the 2-CNF QBF does not ontain any unit or empty
lauses. QsatPropUnit will stop on an empty or all universal (unit) lause if
they exist after a variable assignment, but this will only o ur if one of onditions
1 to 4 is met.
If the original problem has an all universal binary lause, BtoQsat will
return false. Su h a lause satis es ondition 3, so this is the orre t result.
Otherwise, we assume that false is returned for a 2-CNF QBF ontaining n
or less variables for whi h one of onditions 1 to 4 is met. Then, given a 2-CNF
QBF ontaining n + 1 variables, one of two onditions an hold.
Proof.

If the outermost variable e is existential, and false is returned, then an
empty or all universal lause must be in the problem. If e is assigned true,
and unit propagation leads to an empty lause, then e is assigned false, and
unit propagation again leads to an empty lause, then ondition 1 must hold. If
assigning e true leads to an empty lause and assigning e false leads to an all
universal lause, then ondition 4 must hold. If assigning e true leads to an all
universal lause and then assigning e false leads to an empty lause, then again
ondition 4 must hold. If assigning e true and then false leads to an all universal
lause for both assignments, then ondition 2 or 3 must hold. If assigning e true
or false does not lead to an empty or all universal lause, then the problem will
be left with n or less variables and so, by indu tion, will fail orre tly.
If the outermost variable u is universal, and false is returned, then an empty
or all universal lause must be in the problem. If assigning u true leads to an
empty lause, then ondition 4 must hold. If assigning u true leads to an all
universal lause, then ondition 3 must hold. If assigning u true su eeds then
u will be assigned false. If assigning u false leads to an empty or all universal
lause, then ondition 3 or 4 must hold respe tively. If neither assignment to the
universal results in an empty or all universal lause, then the problem will again
be left with n or less variables and so will fail orre tly.
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Integrating BtoQsat for general QBF solving

Sin e BtoQsat is based on unit propagation, it should be relatively easy to
integrate into a general QBF solver. For this purpose, the general ba ktra king
algorithm, BTQsat [3℄, is a good pla e to begin. It does not ontain any of the
ompli ations introdu ed by using a ba kjumping algorithm. The integration
presented here is purely to show that it is possible, and the way in whi h one
might go about it.
Figure 2 shows an integration of BTQsat and BtoQsat. This algorithm
is not proved to be orre t here, but the output of an implementation of the
algorithm has been veri ed to be orre t by omparison (see later). The proof
is left for another paper.
BtoQsat has to be modi ed slightly for the integration, to take into a ount
the fa t that the binary lauses are not the only lauses in the problem. We must
be areful not to violate the pre x ordering of the QBF, and so the binary lauses
an only be used when a variable from the outermost quanti er is ontained
within one of the binary lauses. We must also look at all the lauses when
de iding su ess or failure of an assignment to a variable in a binary lause. This
is seen parti ularly in the assignment of a universal variable within a binary
lause. Su ess is now only de lared when all the lauses of the problem are
satis ed by the assignment.

BTBtoQsat(Q)
1. If Q =
2.
Return(true)
3. If
Q or
Q
4.
Return(false)
5. If Pure Existential literal e Q
6.
Return BTBtoQsat(Q[e := true℄)
7. If Pure Universal literal u Q
8.
Return BTBtoQsat(Q[u := false℄)
9. If Unit or Single Existential lause
Q
10.
Return BTBtoQsat(Q[ := true℄)
11. v = outermost variable in Q
12. If Binary lause
Q ontaining v
13.
Return BTBtoQsat-Bto(Q)
14. Else
15.
r1 := BTBtoQsat(Q[v := true℄)
16.
If (v
and r1 = false) or
(v
and r1 = true)
17.
Return BTBtoQsat(Q[v := false℄)
18.
Else
19.
Return(r1 )

fg 2

;
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BTBtoQsat-Bto(Q)
20. v = outermost variable in Q
21. C = set of binary lauses in Q
22. If Q=
23.
Return(true)
24. If
Q or
Q)
25.
Return(false)
26. If C = or v = C
27.
Return(BTBtoQsat(Q))
28. r := QsatPropUnit(Q[v := true℄)
29. If (v
and (
Q or
Q)) or
(v
and Q= )
30.
Q:= QsatPropUnit(Q[v := false℄)
31.
Return(BTBtoQsat-Bto(Q))
32. ElseIf (v
and Q= ) or
(v
and (
Q or
Q))
33.
Return(BTBtoQsat-Bto(r ))
34. Else
35.
r1 := BTBtoQsat-Bto(r )
36.
If (v
and r1 = false) or
(v
and r1 = true)
37.
Return BTBtoQsat-Bto(Q[v := false℄)
38.
Else
39.
Return(r1 )

;
fg 2
;
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Fig. 2. An algorithm that uses BtoQsat for propagation. A single existential lause is
a lause ontaining an existential e quanti ed by qe and universals u1 : : : un quanti ed
by q1 : : : qn su h that 8qu e < u.
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Experimental Analysis

BtoQsat was implemented in C++, along with the standard ba ktra king algorithm for general quanti ed satis ability, BTQsat. These two algorithms were
then tested on randomly generated EAE 2-CNF QBFs with between 10 and 50
variables per quanti er, in steps of 10, and with between 10 and 100 lauses,
again in steps of 10, with 100 problems generated for ea h data point. The
outputs from these algorithms was veri ed to be orre t by omparison to the
output from Rintanen's algorithm [4℄. These experiments were run on an Intel
Celeron 1000Mhz pro essor with 256MB RAM.
The algorithms were ompared by the total number of variable assignments
that ea h made on the 100 problems in ea h set. A variable assignment is ounted
when ever any variable is assigned, in luding unit and single existential lauses
and pure literals.
Figure 3 shows this omparison with the number of variables per quanti er
held at 10 (30 variables in total) and the number of lauses varied between 10 and
100. BTQsat shows the lassi phase transitional behaviour, whereas BtoQsat
tends towards a onstant as the number of lauses in reases.
Figure 4 shows the omparison with the number of lauses held at 50, and
the number of variables per quanti er varied from 10 to 100 (30 to 300 variables
in total). BTQsat shows a logarithmi in rease on this test set, but BtoQsat
now is seen to in rease in a fairly linear fashion.
BTBtoQsat was also implemented in C++, and ompared with BTQsat.
This omparison was performed on randomly generated EAE 5-CNF QBFs with
10 variables per quanti er and between 25 and 250 lauses in steps of 25, with
100 problems for ea h data point. The outputs were again ompared with the
output from Rintanen's algorithm [4℄ for veri ation. The omparison was made
with the run times of these algorithms, as opposed to the number of variables
assigned.
Figure 5 shows this omparison. We see that both algorithms show the lassi
phase transitional behaviour as would be expe ted. BTBtoQsat is seen to run
in less time on these random problems, showing the e e t of using 2-CNF QBF
algorithms for propagation.
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Con lusions and Further Work

In this paper, we presented and veri ed an algorithm for solving 2-CNF QBFs
based on unit propagation te hniques. This algorithm, BtoQsat has omplexity
O (mn) for a QBF with m lauses and n variables, making it worse than the graph
based algorithm.
We then went on to show how this algorithm an be used for propagation
in a general ba ktra king QBF solver. Experimentally, the integrated algorithm
performed signi antly better than the algorithm without 2-CNF propagation.
This warrants further resear h in the use of a ba kjumping algorithm, su h as [5℄,
in this integration.
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Fig. 5. A omparison of BTQsat and BTBtoQsat on random problems with 10 variables per quanti er and a varying number of lauses.

The variables in strongly onne ted omponents of the graph of a 2-SAT
problem have been found to be equivalent. It may be possible to use this fa t
for solving 2-CNF QBFs, by removing strongly onne ted omponents. It may
also be of interest to see the role of pure, or monotone, literals in 2-CNF QBFs.
These details may allow us to reate a linear time algorithm for 2-CNF QBFs
based on unit propagation.
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